


To go overboard

A) To tell people about someone’s secrets

B) To encourage someone in his bad 

times

C) To do too much of something

D) Once in a life-time

Ans :- c 



When she heard the news, she was like a dog with two tails.

A) Very morose

B) Very enthusiastic

C) Very greedy

D) Very happy

D)None of the above

Ans :- d



Let me lay it on the line (to/for you): if your work doesn't 

improve, you'll be fired

A) Scold

B)Be disappointed

C)Speak frankly

D)Resigned

E)None of the above

Ans :- c



he felt at bay, like a very dim minister facing a hostile House

A)In proximity

B)To gather

C)Away

D)To ignore

E)None of the above

ANS :- C



everything is at sixes and sevens here

A)Scooped

B)Well decorated

C)Disarray

D)Smelly

E)None of the above

ANS :- C

.



when he died, investigators were called in and soon 

smelt a rat .

A)To criticize

B)B)False allegation

C)To conspire

D)To begin to suspect

E)None of the above

ANS :- D 



I never said that training him would be a piece of cake .

A)Something very easy

B)Difficult to achieve

C)Possible with extra efforts

D)Absurd

E)None of the above

Ans :- 1



the cafes on the boulevard were doing a roaring trade

(a) in the animal business

(b) highly successful

(c) in the habit of shouting at others

(d) extremely reluctant

Ans :- b



To have a finger in every pie

A.) To be involved in a large and varied number of 
activities or enterprises

B.) To leave every job unfinished

C.) To Fight with everybody

D.) To make fun of everybody

Ans :- a  



Best of both worlds

A)  A situation wherein someone has the privilege 

of enjoying two different opportunities.

B.) A person who is respected even by his 

enemies.

C) Two best teams compete with each other.

D) Gods who rule heaven and earth.

Ans :- c



He was pulled up by the Director of the Company.

A)   dragged

B)   reprimanded

C)   cleared

D) Assaulted

Ans :- b



yesterday in a collision between a truck and a car he 

had a close shave.

A. remove the entire hair

B. a narrow escape

C. close relations

D. maintain cleanliness

Ans :- b



Since you couldn’t accept a timely warning, it’s no use 

repenting now. Why cry over spilt milk?

A. to regret uselessly

B. cry needlessly

C. feel guilty of

D. cry over irreparable loss

Ans :- a



There is no point in discussing the new project 

with him as he always pours cold water on any 

ideas.

A. puts off

B. dislikes

C. disapproves of

D. Postpones

Ans :- c



I jumped out of my skin when the explosion 

happened.

A. was in panic

B. was excited

C. was nervous

D. was angry

Ans :- a



when we go out for a meal or on holiday we share 
the cost and go Dutch

A) Secret or hidden enemy

B) Unforeseen happening

C) Divide the costs

D) Unreliable person 

Ans :- c 



Under a cloud

A. experiencing cloudy 
weather
B. enjoying favorable luck
C. under suspicion
D. under observation

ANS :- C



Fights shy of

A.  afraid of
B. frightened
C. avoids from a feeling of mistrust
D. quarrels bitterly with

Ans :- c 




